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I want to get the 7b17bfd26b from the below html code I have tried using import re d = re.findall('7b17bfd26b',html) print(d) But i did not get the value Please help. A: I think this is the best way: import urllib2 from bs4 import BeautifulSoup # Assuming this is your HTML: soup = BeautifulSoup(urllib2.urlopen('').read()) # Get the first headline, get the
link and then decode it headline = soup.find('item',{'title':re.compile('.*?The Best TV Commercials On Elbchr Website.*?').findall()})['title'][0] link = soup.find('item',{'title':re.compile('.*?The Best TV Commercials On Elbchr Website.*?').findall()})['link'][0] decoded_link = link.decode('utf-8') print (decoded_link) That will get you the link you need.

You may need to play around a bit with the regex to get what you want, and even then I think this will still be helpful. Why care? Commuting by public transit can be expensive, and access to transit can be difficult for many Canadians. Active Living by Design (ALBD) aims to address these challenges by encouraging communities to build designs that
support physical activity and healthy living. ALBD programs are key to the future of public health in Canada. Help make active living a part of the daily routine ALBD tools and resources are available to help communities become more active, and encourage physical activity at all ages and across all types of communities. Don't forget... The Why? gives

you some guidance for tackling why Canada is lagging in its active-living efforts, and what action Canadians can take to address it.
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